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Parshah Ki Tissa - Parah 
March 6, 2021 – 22 Adar 5781 

 

This week, in addition to reading the “regular” parshah reading (Ki Tissa), we read another section 
known as Parah.  Four additional sections are read before Pesach (Passover).  There is Shekalim, 

the census counting with the collection of the half-shekel.  Zachor, read right before Purim, to 
remember the evil Amalek and to wipe his memory out.  The last two sections which are also special 
Shabbatot are Parah and Chodesh which are directly connected to Pesach. 
 
This Shabbat, Parah, we concern ourselves with removing impurity from having contact with a dead 
body.  It involves using the ashes of the Red Heifer.  The procedure must be done by a Kohen, and it 
had to take place in Yerushalayim.  It was long and tedious.  It was difficult to do and harder to 
understand.  It purified those who became ritually impure and caused the ritually pure to become 
impure.  It is learned that the true understanding of the Parah Adumah (Red Heifer) ritual will not 
be fully understood until the time of The Mashiach. 
 
The question then is why read Parah Adumah now, at this time of year?  The reason for this 
purification was so that Bnei Yisrael would be properly prepared to offer the Pesach sacrifice.  We 
read it at this time of year today to pray that Hashem will also “pour on us purifying waters”. 
 
This brings us to the special Haftarah for the day from the Prophet Yechezkel which does not speak 
of the Parah Adumah but does speak about purity and impurity.  However, it is not a physical 
impurity on a human level.  It is more about G-d’s concept of impurity and purity. 
 
G-d admonishes the Jewish people for defiling the Land of Israel.  They lived in the land to be close 
to G-d and they became corrupt and took the purity of the land with them. 
 
There is an old saying; “You can take the New Yorker out of New York, but you can’t take the New 
York out of the New Yorker”.  When the Lane of Israel is defiled it loses its greatest asset, its “G-
dliness”.  When G-dliness is replaced by something humanity thinks is better a vacuum is created.  

You and I cannot create something out of anything.  Only G-d has that ability.  Simply put; try as 
you will you can take holiness out of a person, but not if the person sees and feels the holiness in 
the Land of Israel. 
 
Our sages chose this Haftarah because of the sentence that says; “G-d promises to purify us and 
cleanse us”.  G-d promises Divine purification.  Just as the Parah Adumah purified, G-d will do the 
same, not because we are so deserving but because our history runs deep, and maybe, just maybe 
we have paid the price and learned to be better. 
 
Good Shabbos! 
 
Rabbi Nathan W. Langer 


